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Dear Customer, 
The lists for screens are attached. Three different possibilities are available, the screen material only, the 
ready made screen (first list) , and the screen system that includes a frame( second list).  
Other sizes are also available.  
What you have to know is that the standard material total size is 2,40m high. So bigger sizes are glued 
together in several pieces from top to bottom of the new material in the second diagram “New Painted” .  
You don’t  see the seams on the screen while projection. The screens are rollable and washable with soft 
cleaner.  
The screen is not foldable, you see this on the surface. You can get a sample if you want, let us know this. 
All sizes over 2,40m high have to be requested. The delivery time of the new painted material glued 
together of several parts is of about 1 month.  
Sizes up to 2,40m high, made of our standard material, are normally manufactured within 4 days ready  
for delivery.  
The ready made screen with black border, eyelets and straps is 100mm more in width and high in case of 
black border all around 50mm. The eyelets are made nearly every 200mm. 
The frame itself is 100mm more each side as total screen size to be mounted into the shown frame in  
case of the 270mm straps as a loop to get a smooth stretching of the surface. The straps are included  
with a ready made screen and a screen system. 
The picture shows a screen installed and packed. The transport tube is for screen and the bag is included 
for a frame if ordered a screen system.  
The saphir 3D portable screen is not in production at the moment. The deliverer of the case stopped 
producing and at the moment we are in construction with other manufacturer. This will take another   
1 or 2 month to go on with it and specify the price. We contact you when this is done. 
As reseller of screens we give 30% discount on screen material and ready made screens, not on frames 
because the sizes are all custom made and on request. A screen system is of about 25% Discount on the 
whole system. 
The discount on filter is 5 pairs 5% and 10 pairs 10% the same filter type on price list. The prices are pair 
prices exclusive VAT and transport.  
The list for goggles is also attached.  
 
 
Yours  truly, 
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